Dear student,

As you probably know one of the hottest and fastest growing fields in computer vision is gestures recognition. PointGrab has created a unique and ground breaking interface using the existing 2D cameras in a variety of electronic devices. The use of 2D cameras, raises a great algorithmic challenge, but also enables PointGrab to dominate the consumer market world wide. PointGrab's success has led to the implementation of its technology, in just about any gadget or electronic device out there; from smart TVs, through laptops and tablets, We now cater the needs of tens of millions of enthusiastic users.

PointGrab is the leading company in this arena, worldwide. We are dedicated to supply the best user experience for each of the devices we implement with our hand gesture technology. We now dominate this world wide growing market, and we need more great minds to help advance us to the next level. We are looking for PhD. & M.Sc graduates to help us develop new cutting edge algorithms for this ever growing market. Check out this article that appeared this Sunday in the Israeli channel 10 news, over viewing PointGrabs achievements. http://invokemobile.com/nana/iarticle.aspx?ServiceID=127&ArticleID=904617 More information can also be found in this Globes article: http://www.globes.co.il/news/article.aspx?did=1000758034

So who are we looking for?
- Developers who wish to work in a young, profitable, dynamic start up company
- Developers who wish to bring their open mind attitude and researching methodologies in computer vision and machine learning into the industry
- Developers who wish to join a growing team of talents collaborating in breaking new industry boundaries.
- Developers who wish to invent the next top of the line technology for the leading international electronic companies, including: Acer, Asus, Hier & Fujitsu and many others
- Developers who wish to be a part of the international revolution, started by PointGrab
- Developers who wish to walk into an electronic store in a few months and brag about a product containing your developments

PointGrab, is recruiting brilliant, extra motivated and creative graduating computer vision students who wish to play a major role in the development and invention of new capabilities for its products, sold to millions of users worldwide. If you are a developer and you relate to most of these statements, your place is with us at PointGrab!

Contact us RIGHT NOW: Tomer@pointgrab.com ,Tel:054-4904987
And begin your new exciting journey!